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Letters to My Daughters 2012-01-13
now available in paperback in this courageous memoir fawzia koofi afghanistan s most popular female politician gives us her
first hand account of afghan history through the rule of the mujahedeen and taliban her experiences of the afghanistan war
and the effects of these events on the lives of women in afghanistan in writing letters to my daughters fawzia has created a
fresh take on afghan society and islam and a gripping account of a life lived under the most harrowing of circumstances
fawzia is the nineteenth child of twenty three in a family with seven wives her father was an incorruptible politician
strongly attached to afghan tradition when he was murdered by the mujahedeen fawzia s illiterate mother escaped with her
children and decided to send the ten year old fawzia to school as the civil war raged fawzia dodged bullets and snipers to
attend class determined to be the first person in her family to receive an education fawzia went on to marry a man she loved
and they had two cherished daughters shohra and shaharzad sadly the arrival of the taliban spelled an end to fawzia s freedom
outraged and deeply saddened by the injustice she saw around her and by the tainting of her islamic faith she discovered
politics for herself following in her father s footsteps tragically this choice has lead to security threats to her life by
islamic extremists thus letters to my daughters is not only a record of her life but also acts as a literal letter through
which fawzia can pass on her wisdom about justice and dignity to her daughters not knowing for how long she will survive such
attacks

The Favored Daughter 2012-01-03
koofi s new york times bestseller the favored daughter is the true and inspiring story of how one afghani woman overcame
poverty and prejudice to become the first female speaker of the afghani parliament and a leading contender for president the
nineteenth daughter of a local village leader in rural afghanistan fawzia koofi was left to die in the sun after birth by her
mother but she survived and perseverance in the face of extreme hardship has defined her life ever since despite the abuse of
her family the exploitative russian and taliban regimes the murders of her father brother and husband and numerous attempts
on her life she rose to become the first afghani woman parliament speaker here she shares her amazing story punctuated by a
series of poignant letters she wrote to her two daughters before each political trip letters describing the future and
freedoms she dreamed of for them and for all the women of afghanistan

Cutting Free: The Extraordinary Memoir of a Pakistani Woman 2007-05-31
beginning with a privileged childhood in an elite family of pre partition india to a troubled youth in pakistan this is the
inspiring story of salma ahmed a woman who surmounted formidable odds to achieve extraordinary success in business and
politics in this strikingly honest and candid account salma talks of her three marriages to a naval officer a scion of a
leading feudal family and a cricketing star her conflicts as a mother as she makes the agonising decision to give up two of
her six children and her efforts to build a career as an entrepreneur and political figure in an emerging pakistan as she
recounts the events of a life filled with dramatic highs and equally painful lows she does not spare herself any more than
she does other players in her story this is a book that unabashedly reveals many of the hidden taboos of contemporary



pakistani society bringing into question customs that are an integral if unpleasant part of subcontinental culture salma
ahmed s gripping narration of her political career is fast paced and often amusing the book relates events of the 1985
assembly which no other author has yet commented on her interaction with the late president zia ul haq and prime minister
mohammad khan junejo mqm leader altaf hussain the charismatic pir sahib pagaro and several others gave her a unique
opportunity to witness first hand the intrigue power plays and unfolding drama of pakistani politics her frequent visits to
india brought her into contact with indira gandhi her son rajiv and many other leading figures of the sub continent this is
the absorbing tale of a woman who was a pampered child an unhappy wife a repentant mother but one who emerged triumphant as a
woman of substance in business and politics

From Palestine to America 2008-05-23
taher dajani remembers playing soccer with his neighborhood friends in his idyllic city of jaffa palestine but on april 24
1948 when taher was fourteen his carefree lifestyle came to an abrupt end his family with little money and few possessions
escaped the city by sea in a crowded fishing trawler as zionist militia encircled jaffa taher s father believed the family
was in danger so overnight they became refugees the family took refuge in syria and later in libya which enabled them to
rebuild their lives they experienced grief at leaving a place they loved and felt a great sense of loss and displacement but
with perseverance the dajanis began anew from palestine to america describes the family s experiences and their determination
taher dajani writes this memoir about his new life after leaving his beloved jaffa from his days as a college student in
chicago to his work with the central bank in libya and his position with the international monetary fund in washington dc
even though it has been sixty years since the dajani family were forced to flee palestine they remember their heritage and
roots and jaffa palestine will forever be in their hearts

Your Fatwa Does Not Apply Here: Untold Stories from the Fight Against Muslim
Fundamentalism 2013-08-26
draws on fieldwork and interviews with muslims in places ranging from lahore pakistan to minneapolis minnesota to discuss
contemporary opinions on the rise of fundamentalism in islam and how it can be curbed

The Anchor Book of Modern Arabic Fiction 2010-03-31
this dazzling anthology features the work of seventy nine outstanding writers from all over the arab speaking world from
morocco in the west to iraq in the east syria in the north to sudan in the south edited by denys johnson davies called by
edward said the leading arabic to english translator of our time this treasury of arab voices is diverse in styles and
concerns but united by a common language it spans the full history of modern arabic literature from its roots in western
cultural influence at the end of the nineteenth century to the present day flowering of naguib mahfouz s literary sons and
daughters among the egyptian writers who laid the foundation for the arabic literary renaissance are the great tawfik al



hakim the short story pioneer mahmoud teymour and yusuf idris who embraced egypt s vibrant spoken vernacular an excerpt from
the sudanese writer tayeb salih s novel season of migration to the north one of the arab world s finest appears alongside the
libyan writer ibrahim al koni s tales of the tuaregs of north africa the iraqi writer mohamed khudayir s masterly story
clocks like horses and the work of such women writers as lebanon s hanan al shaykh and morocco s leila abouzeid

Parabola 2015-04-03
there are no words that can capture the atrocities of man s inhumanity to man parabola is a powerful story of one woman s
quest for justice it speaks to the inner strength and courage she found to overcome conditions few people are ever forced to
endure it is a tale of how she survived the soviet union s attempt to destroy the afgan culture to annihilate the afgan
people and to overthrow the government of afganistan

Children of Afghanistan 2014-11-15
the first comprehensive look at youth in a country attempting to rebuild itself after three decades of civil conflict
children of afghanistan relies on the research and fieldwork of twenty one experts to cover an incredible range of topics
focusing on the full scope of childhood from birth through young adulthood this edited volume examines a myriad of issues
children of afghanistan is the first volume that not only attempts to analyze the range of challenges facing afghan children
across class gender and region but also offers solutions to the problems they face with nearly half of the population under
the age of fifteen the future of the country no double lies with its children those who seek peace for the region must find
solutions to the host of crises that have led the united nations to call afghanistan the worst place on earth to be born the
authors of children of afghanistan provide child centered solutions to rebuilding the country s cultural social and economic
institutions back cover

Daughters of the Nile 2016-12-12
the history of ancient egypt is filled with fascinating queens and goddesses portrayed side by side with their male
counterparts as equal partners each playing a different and distinct role in society anyone interested in their identity and
achievements can go to popular or academic sources and find ample material on the subject how about their descendants
contemporary egyptian women who are they what do we know about them or about their accomplishments only scarce and limited
information is available in recent years however since the ill named arab spring images of egyptian women have flooded tv
screens and print media showing them among crowds of shouting demonstrators reports have focused on their trials and
tribulations and their regressive condition this book seeks to highlight egyptian women that the media have overlooked and
ignored it focuses on a sample of 38 pioneers ground breakers and achievers in nearly all professions academe the arts
banking development diplomacy economics engineering entrepreneurship finance government medicine public relations science and
technology social services sports international relations and international organizations their successes in egypt and
elsewhere have been recognized and honored by some of the highest national and international institutions and governments



forgotten or unknown habits practices and historical events occurring in the twentieth century both in egypt and other parts
of the globe are also discussed in these stories the objective of the book is three pronged it breaks the monolithic and
unflattering stereotype of contemporary egyptian women as victims uneducated and uncivilized dominated by men the second is
to make the world aware of modern egyptian champions who are improving the quality of life in the societies and broader
environments in which they live and work the third purpose is to provide positive role models for new generations of women in
egypt and beyond to inspire them to set their goals very high despite the obstacles they may encounter and show them that the
sky is not the limit

Mecca for Murder 2017-06-27
a pi heads from dc to saudi arabia to save the life of a client targeted by a hit man nothing will stop the beautiful fawzia
totah and her lover us army colonel lyman tyler from boarding a plane for the middle east to make their pilgrimage to mecca
so fawzia hires washington pi chester drum to serve as bodyguard until she s safely out of the country but lyman s wealthy
mother davisa doesn t want fawzia to go anywhere safely the violently bigoted socially connected woman comes from old
virginia money and she s not about to let this former dancer from jordan risk her precious southern reputation not only is
her son prepared to convert to islam for the woman he loves he s also already married when davisa hires a hit man to track
down fawzia and take her out drum has no choice but to follow however davisa s motives aren t as simple as they first seem
and the road to mecca has a sudden turn no one will see coming this is a twisting fast paced mystery in the vintage series
that combined elements of the hard boiled detective story and the international espionage thriller by a recipient of the
private eye writers of america s lifetime achievement award the new york times mecca for murder is the 2nd book in the
chester drum mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order

Private Military Companies and the Outsourcing of War 2022-06-13
the book makes an argument for peace in a reality in which war is the most profitable answer to world leaders that do not
care about the needs of people and their realities instead choosing to outsource war for political gain in these chapters the
author discusses how peace can only be achieved with the egalitarian distribution of power resources and justice for all

阿富汗的女兒在哭泣 2021-10-12
2014年曾是阿富汗呼聲最高的女總統候選人 寫給黑暗世代的生命之光 請讓阿富汗女人用第一人稱發聲 再資深的戰地記者都寫不出的故事 這也是美國介入阿富汗戰爭後 來自現場最真實的聲音 值得一讀 獨立評論 天下 頻道總監 作家 廖雲章 長文推薦 來自轟動國
際被削鼻女孩的國度 21世紀仍在恐懼中存在的國度 阿富汗 作者法齊婭痛苦卻深愛的國度 當她走入男性威權 政治迫害的核心時 她想起長大的家鄉 和看似富裕卻危機環繞的家庭 有政治威權的父親面對的重重殺機 有溫暖與愛的母親面對的生離死別 支持她讀書的哥哥
那充滿光亮的微笑 她思念的眼淚不斷湧出 失去的痛不斷地敲打她的心 在她尚未脫離迫害與恐懼的阿富汗中 她要告訴她的兩個女兒與阿富汗的女兒們 就算身處最艱難不合理的世界 一定要用勇敢與愛 活出最美的生命之光 21世紀 最感人與驚駭的真人真事 一定要記住的
名字 法齊婭 古菲 如果塔利班重掌政權 這些女孩們將再次被迫回歸家庭 躲在罩衫跟重重桎梏法規下永遠保持沉默 阿富汗也會再度步入黑暗時代 法齊婭 古菲 fawzia koofi



Danny Boy 2000
danny boy is a black colt new to the ranch and with plenty of spirit out on the trail a guest s poor judgement brings danny
down trapped on a ledge there s no way of reaching him until kirstie remembers some old silver mine workings could an old
site plan help her carry out a daring rescue

The Rise and Fall of the Pahlavi Dynasty 1998-12-31
a country of extreme strategic importance iran has undergone profound often dramatic changes its geo political importance and
rich resources have always made iran a prime target for the covetous eyes of mighty world powers with its unique geographical
position iran has been the main center for superpower rivalries with its rulers seeking protection from one power against the
other it also aims at providing a comprehensive and objective consideration of the major contemporary issues examining the
factors which brought down a regime which was loyal to and an ally of the united states and the clerical led movement which
toppled the pro western shah s regime

The Penguin New Writing 1940
twice a princess twice exiled neslishah sultan had an eventful life when she was born in istanbul in 1921 cannons were fired
in the four corners of the ottoman empire commemorative coins were issued in her name and her birth was recorded in the
official register of the palace after all she was an imperial princess and the granddaughter of sultan vahiddedin but she was
the last member of the imperial family to be accorded such honors in 1922 vahiddedin was deposed and exiled replaced as
caliph but not as sultan by his brother and neslishah s other grandfather abdülmecid in 1924 abdülmecid was also removed from
office and the entire imperial family including three year old neslishah was sent into exile sixteen years later on her
marriage to prince abdel moneim the son of the last khedive of egypt she became a princess of the egyptian royal family and
when in 1952 her husband was appointed regent for egypt s infant king she took her place at the peak of egyptian society as
the country s first lady until the abolition of the monarchy the following year exile followed once more this time from egypt
after the royal couple faced charges of treason eventually neslishah was allowed to return to the city of her birth where she
died at the age of 91 in 2012 based on original documents and extensive personal interviews this account of one woman s
extraordinary life is also the story of the end of two powerful dynasties thirty years apart

Neslishah 2017
afghanistan has long been one of the world s most war torn countries beginning in ancient times one invader after another
tried to conquer it but only a few succeeded and even those who did seize the country did so with tremendous difficulty in
part this is because the afghans are tough independent minded folk who do not like being told what to do by foreign intruders
indeed they are proud of their traditional customs including their main religion islam and their native literature and music
yet while they often fight to maintain their time honored way of life many of them are willing to try some new ideas after us



forces helped them expel the brutal taliban in 2002 for example the afghans installed a democratic government it still
struggles to control all of the country s far flung tribes but a majority of afghans hope that it will eventually bring their
ancient land unity peace and prosperity

Understanding Afghanistan Today 2020-05-11
theories of illness and therapy since freud have included the possibility that sufferers are complicit in their conditions
the studies in this volume explore the ways in which illness and therapy may be characterized as sites at which ironies of
the human condition are produced encountered acknowledged or discounted in favor of more literal readings they ask what these
sites can teach us about questions of human agency and about the broader importance of irony for theory encompassing a
variety of perspectives the contributors included in illness and irony apply theories of irony to a myriad of cultural
contexts ranging from freud s consulting room and the lacanian clinics of buenos aires to fright illness in a yemeni village
and spirit possession on the island of mayotte an introductory chapter by michael lambek establishes a contextual viewpoint
on irony arising from the writings of thomas mann alexander nehamas and others vincent crapanzano concludes the volume by
linking the contributions to current debates about irony in rhetoric linguistics and comparative literature

The Penguin New Writing 1970
hakim mohammed said 1920 1998 founder director of hamdard foundation pakistan and physician contributed articles

Ten Miles from Anywhere 1958
johanne durocher fights to free her daughter and four grandchildren from a nightmarish life of abuse and poverty in saudi
arabia in 2001 nathalie morin was just seventeen when she met saeed a saudi man who claimed to be studying in montreal she
fell in love with him but soon after she gave birth to their son saeed was deported back to his country of origin struggling
as a single mother and wanting samir to know his father nathalie travelled to saudi arabia to reunite her family confident
that she would be able to return to canada whenever she wanted but a trap was closing around her her partner turned out to be
authoritarian and violent the abuse continuing until their last child was born according to saudi law nathalie was considered
married and under saeed s legal authority all too often she was shut away in her own house a place of hellish poverty in 2005
johanne durocher nathalie s mother began her decades long struggle to get nathalie back home to canada with her four children
samir abdullah sarah and fowaz while nathalie is allowed to return on her own her children cannot leave because of a travel
ban imposed by the saudi government and nathalie will not leave without them johanne s relentless fight for her family has
garnered the support of several members of the provincial and federal governments activists and ngos including amnesty
international who considers nathalie to be a survivor of gender based violence



Illness and Irony 2003-11-01
the twenty first chilling istanbul crime thriller starring Çetin ikmen the morse of istanbul daily telegraph from silver
dagger award winning author barbara nadel not to be missed by fans of donna leon a derelict villa near istanbul holds dark
spirits secrets and murder retired inspector Çetin ikmen must confront his demons to reveal the shocking truth behind a young
girl s death when historian suzan tan is asked to examine the contents of a derelict villa on the bosphorus she is intrigued
to discover a ouija board among the artefacts forty years ago a young girl was found with a knife in her heart in this villa
it is said that before her death this very ouija board spelled out her name the verdict was suicide but what if it was a
brutal act of murder and her killer was still walking free suzan asks ikmen to solve the case and despite his reluctance to
get involved he soon finds himself drawn into the mystery with the help of his friend inspector süleyman ikmen delves into
istanbul s dark underbelly to uncover a terrifying tale of secrets lies and murder

Shaheed Hakim Mohammed Said, Remembered 1999
observations made by the author after a six year stay in egypt during the mid 1900 s

Stolen Family 2023-08-01
for two years mayotte lived among refugee peoples when her family became afghan refugees in pakistan khmer refugees on the
thai cambodian border and eritrean refugees in sudan faced with stagnation and total dependency the refugees lives have been
shattered yet their hope remains alive as do their dreams of returning home mayotte has received peabody and emmy awards
photographs index

A Knife to the Heart (Ikmen Mystery 21) 2019-05-16
this book provides a comprehensive overview of the embattled nuba mountains of south kordofan where the government of sudan
committed genocide by attrition in the early 1990s and where violent conflict reignited again in 2011 a range of contributors
scholars journalists and activists trace the genesis of the crisis from colonial era neglect to institutionalized insecurity
emphasizing the failure of the 2005 comprehensive peace agreement to address the political and social concerns of the nuba
people this volume is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the nuances of the contemporary crisis in the nuba
mountains and explore its potential solutions

A View of the Nile 1970
bringing together feminist analyses of economic processes and outcomes with feminist critiques of orientalism this book
examines the diverse economic realities facing women in a range of muslim communities this approach pays special attention to



the role of islam in economic analyses of gender equality and women s well being in muslim communities while at the same time
challenging biased and inaccurate accounts that essentialize islam nuanced case studies conducted in bangladesh iran israel
nigeria and turkey illustrate the historical and institutional diversity of muslim communities and draw vivid pictures of the
everyday economic lives of muslim women in these communities these studies are complemented by quantitative analyses that
extend beyond inserting islam as a dummy variable the contributions represent a wide range of disciplines including
anthropology economics gender studies political science psychology and sociology by placing critiques of orientalist
scholarship in direct dialogue with scholarship on economic development in muslim contexts this diverse collection
illustrates how different methods and frameworks can work together to provide a better understanding of gender equality and
women s well being in muslim contexts in doing so the authors aim to facilitate conversations among feminist scholars across
disciplines in order to provide a more nuanced picture of the situation facing women in muslim communities this book was
originally published as a special issue of feminist economics

Stories by Egyptian Women 1993
being inspired to act can take many forms for some it s taking a weekend to volunteer but for shannon galpin it meant leaving
her career selling her house launching a nonprofit and committing her life to advancing education and opportunity for women
and girls focusing on the war torn country of afghanistan galpin and her organization mountain2mountain have touched the
lives of hundreds of men women and children as if launching a nonprofit wasn t enough in 2009 galpin became the first woman
to ride a mountain bike in afghanistan now she s using that initial bike ride to gain awareness around the country
encouraging people to use their bikes as a vehicle for social change and justice to support a country where women don t have
the right to ride a bike in mountain to mountain her lyric and honest memoir galpin describes her first forays into
fundraising her deep desire to help women and girls halfway across the world her love for adventure and sports and her own
inspiration to be so much more than just another rape victim during her numerous trips to afghanistan shannon reaches out to
politicians and journalists as well as everyday afghans teachers prison inmates mothers daughters to cross a cultural divide
and find common ground she narrates harrowing encounters exhilarating bike rides humorous episodes and the heartbreak
inherent in a country that is still recovering from decades of war and occupation

Disposable People? 1992
romantic saga set in egypt during the 1920s by the author of t he last reunion

Conflict in the Nuba Mountains 2014-11-20
celebrate the eid holiday with a piece of clothing made with love



Horn of Africa 1998
cultural imperialism and the indo english novel focuses on the novels of r k narayan anita desai kamala markandaya and salman
rushdie and explores the tension in these novels between ideology and the generic fictive strategies that shape ideology or
are shaped by it fawzia afzal khan raises the important question of how much the usage of certain ideological strategies
actually helps the ex colonized writer deal effectively with postcolonial and postindependence trauma and whether or not the
choice of a particular genre or mode employed by a writer presupposes the extent to which that writer will be successful in
challenging the ideological strategies of containment perpetuated by most western orientalist texts and writers she argues
that the formal or generic choices of the four writers studied here reveal that they are using genre as an ideological
strategy of liberation to help free their peoples and cultures from the hegemonic strategies of containment imposed upon them
she concludes that the works studied here constitute an ideological rebuttal of western writers denigrating containment of
non western cultures she also notes that self criticism as implied in rushdie s works is not be confused with self hatred a
theme found in naipaul s work

Gender and Economics in Muslim Communities 2017-08-25
in the five years that judith caesar taught literature in saudi arabia and egypt during the 1980s key events took place that
changed the face of middle eastern politics seen through the eyes of many westerners the assassination of anwar sadat the
israeli invasion of lebanon and the intifada were incidents reflective of a seemingly volatile and aggressive culture but
caesar saw these events from another perspective part memoir and part travelogue crossing borders conveys simply and
eloquently the voices of the people and the cultures caesar came to know during her time in the arab world some of her
writings in this book have first appeared in publications such as the christian science monitor in the tradition of the best
writings on foreign places caesar s narrative is both an inward as well as an outward journey of discovery in addition to the
political reverberations taking place around her she writes of the misconceptions generated by both the saudi and the
american press in all the news that s fit to print caesar notes wildly disparate interpretations of news stories when they
are translated from one language to another caesar also demonstrates an openness in discovering the meaning inherent in the
simplest daily tasks she focuses on what is politically significant in what people do every day such as drinking tea shopping
and teaching crossing borders will appeal to people interested in a non dogmatic description of the middle east and to those
who love good travel writing

Mountain to Mountain 2014-09-16
today s educational landscape requires practitioners to move from a teacher centric to a more inclusive and student centric
approach to address the diverse needs of students educators must understand the challenges they face and learn how to address
them this volume highlights the significance of diversity and inclusion practices in educational institutions



In the Shadow of the Nile 1993
come sit by me says grandmother take this chalk in your hand now draw a dot and concentrate all your energy into this one dot
it is the beginning and the end the navel of the world so fawzia al rawi describes her grandmother s first lesson about the
ancient craft of oriental dance grandmother s secretsalways circles back to this grandmother and this young girl echoing the
circular movements of the dance itself al rawi has written a strikingly graceful and original book that blends personal
memoir with the history and theory of the dance known in the west as belly dancing it is the story of a young arab girl as
she is initiated into womanhood it is a history of the dance from the earliest times through the days of the pharaohs the
roman empire to the arab world of the last three centuries it is a personal investigation into the effects of the dance s
movements on individual parts of the body and the whole psyche it is a guide to the actual techniques of the dance for those
who are inspired to put down the book and move al rawi conveys in this book not only the history and technique of grieving
and mourning dances pregnancy and birth dances but the spirit of these age old rituals and their possibilities for healing
and empowering women today

Illustrated Weekly of Pakistan 1968-10
the fourth edition of centuries of genocide essays and eyewitness accounts addresses examples of genocides perpetrated in the
nineteenth twentieth and twenty first centuries each chapter of the book is written by a recognized expert in the field
collectively demonstrating a wide range of disciplinary perspectives the book is framed by an introductory essay that spells
out definitional issues as well as the promises complexities and barriers to the prevention and intervention of genocide to
help the reader learn about the similarities and differences among the various cases each case is structured around specific
leading questions in every chapter authors address who committed the genocide how was the genocide committed why was the
genocide committed who were the victims what were the outstanding historical forces what was the long range impact what were
the responses how do scholars interpret this genocide how does learning about this genocide contribute to the field of study
while the material in each chapter is based on sterling scholarship and wide ranging expertise of the authors eyewitness
accounts give voice to the victims this book is an attempt to provoke the reader into understanding that learning about
genocide is important and that we all have a responsibility not to become immune to acts of genocide especially in the
interdependent world in which we live today revision highlights include new chapters on genocide of native americans in the
nineteenth century genocide in australia and genocide in the nuba mountains new chapter authors on herero genocide and rwanda
genocide consolidation of the 3 chapters on the holocaust into one focused case several chapters from past editions that were
omitted are now available on a companion website indonesia burundi indigenous peoples

Nabeel's New Pants 2010



The Herald 2005

Pathology and Visual Culture 2019

Cultural Imperialism and the Indo-English Novel 1993-08-27

Crossing Borders 1999-08-01

Diversity and Inclusion in Educational Institutions 2022-01-21

Grandmother's Secrets 2012-11-15

Centuries of Genocide 2013
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